GAZE INTO THE MIND OF 15 YEAR OLD – CAPTIONS

**AFP 1 / FRANCE**

November 10, 2018 – Paris – US President Donald Trump (L) speaks with French President Emmanuel Macron prior to their meeting at the Elysee Palace, on the sidelines of commemorations marking the 100th anniversary of the 11 November 1918 armistice, ending World War I.
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**AFP 2 / ITALY**

March 15, 2019 – Rome – People and students hold placards and a banner showing 16-year-old Swedish political activist Greta Thunberg, who seeks to stop global warming and climate change, as they take part in a protest against global warming in central Rome.
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**AFP 3 / FRANCE**

November 18, 2018 – Virsac, France – Protesters face riot police as they block the A10 motorway near Bordeaux, on a second day of demonstrations after a nationwide people’s initiated day of protests called “yellow vest” (Gilets Jaunes in French) movement against high fuel prices, which has mushroomed into a widespread protest against stagnant spending power.
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**AFP 4 / ENGLAND**

January 27, 2019 – Wolverhampton, England – A competitor falls in a muddy pool as they take part in the Tough Guy endurance event in central England. The Tough Guy event challenges hundreds of competitors to run a gruelling course whilst negotiating up to 300 obstacles including water, fire, and tunnels.
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AFP 5 / RUSSIAN FEDERATION

October 31, 2018 – Novaya Zemlya archipelago, Russian Federation – Polar bears feed at a garbage dump on the remote Russian northern Novaya Zemlya archipelago, a tightly-controlled military area where a village declared a state of emergency in February after dozens of bears were seen entering homes and public buildings.
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AFP 6 / SAUDI ARABIA

March 19, 2019 – Rumah desert, Saudi Arabia – Kyrgyz dancers perform in an event gathering bedouins and nomads from around the world as part of the annual King Abdulaziz Camel Festival in Rumah desert, northeast of the Saudi capital Riyadh.
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AFP 7 / NEW ZEALAND

March 20, 2019 – Christchurch, New Zealand – Muslims (front) pray in front of the Al Noor mosque while being protected by locals, moments after hundreds performed a mass haka, in Christchurch on, five days after the twin mosque shootings claimed the lives of 50 people.
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AFP 8 / FRANCE

April 15, 2019 – Paris – The steeple and spire of the Notre-Dame collapses as the cathedral is engulfed in flames. The main structure of the cathedral has been saved after hours of fire-fighting to put out a devastating blaze.
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AFP 9 / VENEZUELA

May 1, 2019 – Caracas, Venezuela – Venezuelan VPITV journalist Gregory Jaimes (C) is assisted by colleagues after being injured during clashes between anti-government protesters and security forces on the commemoration of May Day.
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AFP 11 / MEXICO

November 25, 2018 – Tijuana, Mexico – A group of Central American migrants climb the border fence between Mexico and the United States, near El Chaparral border crossing, in Tijuana, Baja California State, Mexico.
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AFP 12 / FRANCE

June 5, 2019 – Sannerville, France – Men dressed as US GIs look at paratroopers from Britain’s 16th Air Assault Brigade and France’s 11th Parachute Brigade performing a jump over Sannerville, north-western France, prior to D-Day commemorations marking the 75th anniversary of the World War II Allied landings in Normandy.
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AFP 13 / HONG KONG

June 16, 2019 – Hong Kong – This slow shutter image shows thousands of protesters taking part in a new rally against a controversial extradition law proposal to mainland China.
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AFP 14 / SYRIA

February 17, 2019 – Hasakah, Syria – Women who used to be IS (Islamic State) members and wives of IS members walk as a female fighter of SDF (Syrian Democratic Forces) follow them closely as they walk in the Al Hol camp, on the outskirts of Hasakah.
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AFP 15 / ITALY

June 28, 2019 – Genoa, Italy – Explosive charges blow up the eastern pylons of Genoa’s Morandi motorway bridge. Some of the remains of Genoa’s Morandi motorway bridge are set to be destroyed on June 28 almost eleven months after its partial collapse during a storm killed 43 people and injured dozens.
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AFP 16 / FRANCE

June 28, 2019 – Paris – United States’ forward Megan Rapinoe celebrates scoring her team’s first goal versus France in the Women’s World Cup quarter-final football match. The US team defeated the Netherlands 2-0 in the final.
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AFP 17 / SPAIN

July 8, 2019 – Pamplona, Spain – A heifer jumps over revellers in the bullring during the San Fermin festival in Pamplona, northern Spain.
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AFP 18 / FRANCE

July 9, 2019 – France – Spectators refresh themselves in a swimming pool as they watch cyclists riding during the fourth stage of the 106th edition of the Tour de France cycling race between Reims and Nancy, eastern France.
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AFP 19 / FRANCE

July 14, 2019 – Paris – French inventor and entrepreneur Franky Zapata flies a jet-powered hoverboard or “Flyboard” above the Champs Elysees on Bastille Day.
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April 16, 2019 – Kachia Grazing Reserve, Nigeria – Eight-year-old Fulani boy Suleiman Yusuf drinks milk from a cow belonging to his father cattle. The Fulani are pastoral herders who migrate with their cattle, following the pendulum swing of the seasons.
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